Chaim and Ben Widowski, both are deceased.
(Left to right) Identified as Henry Waks, Abraham Granstein (deceased), Sam Gottesman
Man on extreme left identified as Moshe Kron, (deceased)
Man with arm in sling and with cigarette identified as Abraham Rosenzweig, (deceased)
Tall man behind Rosenzweig identified as Benjamin Zaiff, (deceased)
Man on extreme right is Josef Rozenberg
Man on left identified as Moshe Kron, (deceased)
Man front row left identified as Ben Berkenwald
Man front row right identified as Jack Gilbert, (deceased)
Man back row right identified as Benjamin Zaiff, (deceased)
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Man in top left bunk identified as Abe Bekermus
Man on left side of top center bunk identified as Charles Swietarski
Man on lower center bunk identified as Jack Gilbert, (deceased)
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No one has been identified
Identified as the Jacobowicz brothers, both are deceased
Man on extreme left identified as Ben Sieradski
Man on right of the soldier identified as Ben Widowski, (deceased)
Man in front of group identified as both Stanley Tysch and Shmulek Kapelucz, (deceased)
No one has been identified
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No one has been identified
Boy on left front identified as Ben Widowski, (deceased)

Man behind Widowski identified as Abe Bekermus

Man in striped pajamas on right identified as both Stanley Tysch and Shmulek Kapelucz, (deceased)
Man back row left identified as Abe Bekermus
Man on back row right identified as Ben Widowski, (deceased)
Man on bottom left identified Abraham Granstein, (deceased)
Man on bottom row right identified as both Stanely Tysch and Shmulek Kapelucz, (deceased)
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Man on left identified as Jacob Fisher